
SCHOLASTIC MAGAZINE WRITING AWARDS AND GRANTS

Four thousand teachers will receive a $ grant and Book Club points to purchase books. The Charlie Lovett Fund for
Elementary Drama grants awards to fund Winners in grades 1â€“8 will receive a magazine subscription, a collection of.

The great thing about Stone Soup is that kids can submit work as often as they want, regardless of previous
rejection or acceptance for publication. Entries are judged both regionally and nationallyâ€”the highest-level
regional work is submitted for national consideration. Each year, exhibition, publication, and scholarship
opportunities are made available to students honored through the program for their creative work in 29
categories, with opportunities expanding each year. Click the image below to open a hi-res version in a new
window. Students are grouped by age into three different levels, all of which are judged at both a state and
national level. Students must write an essay in the form of a letter describing how a certain book or author has
had a profound effect on their outlook on life. Sliger, the author, notes that teachers already possess skills that
make them natural grant writers. Have a colleague or an eagle-eyed friend or family member read through
your grant before you submit it. As you move up, the piece starts to lighten. Writing recipients may have their
work published in The Best Teen Writing of , an anthology showcasing stories, essays, and poetry of teen
authors. Josephine Djonovic, jdjonovic scholastic. To visit the exhibits or for information about exhibiting,
contact Jackye Zimmermann at Jacquelyn. Magiera, the digital learning coordinator in Chicago, was able to
show year-over-year numbers on attendance and grades after she received a grant for iPads. The edition is
currently available at artandwriting. Following the ceremony, the Herb Block Foundation , which awards
Scholastic winners for their editorial cartoons, held a workshop for the students. Ask for feedback and inquire
about working together in the future. Of those national winners, the Department has the honor of exhibiting 66
for the entire year, along with an additional 30 artists from Harris County, Texas, through Oct. Denine Torr,
director of community initiatives at the Dollar General Literacy Foundation, which awards more than grants
yearly, says the proposals that get funded are those that clearly outline measurable success. Sometimes just the
idea of recognition is enough to get those pencils to paper or fingers to keyboard. Or better yet, attend a
grant-writing workshop to obtain feedback. It is about race, identity, and who you are and who you have
become. Department of Education. A standing-room-only audience of students, family members, educators,
arts leaders, and ED staff joined in the celebration. Not all submissions will be published and kids are
encouraged to read the Stone Soup archives to get a sense of what type of writing the editors prefer. After
reading the contest guidelines â€”which include helpful information about how to brainstorm and outline a
storyâ€”kids can submit illustrated stories to their local PBS station. Continue Reading. Lauren Italiano, who
has written grants as a school librarian in one Boston suburb and sits on an educational foundation in another,
says local foundations often offer free support and workshops. Use it as a learning experience, and move on to
the next grant. Even if a funder rejects your grant, continue to cultivate the relationship. You can even invite
the donors to the school to see the results of their contribution. The teachers who find themselves with new
classroom libraries and technology carts are the ones who know how to put together top-notch grant
applications. At each level of judging, all works are reviewed based on the same criteria that have represented
the program since its founding in originality, technical skill, and emergence of personal vision or voice. The
wiring took me four hours. Even experienced grant writers face rejection. What do they hold in the highest
regard? Entries are judged on the merits of composition grammar, organization, and language skills ; content
how well the theme has been addressed ; and voice. Another place to begin your hunt is with local businesses.
More information is available at artandwriting. One way to encourage them to polish their writing skills is to
have them enter a writing contest. You can even get your students in on the action. Chareese Ross is a student
art exhibit program associate and editor in the Office of Communications and Outreach at the U. Most of the
attendees, she says, end up with successful grant applications. This year, , pieces of art and writing were
submitted, and only 2, students were selected as national winners. Tips on scoring cash to fill your classroom
needs, without spending a dime. At that moment he realized that he did have artistic talent.


